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Science’s crisis makes
it to the headlines 



On the radar: 
October 2013





J. P. A. Ioannidis, Why Most Published Research Findings Are False, PLoS
Medicine,  August 2005, 2(8), 696-701.

John P. A. 
Ioannides

2005

… for most study 
designs and settings, 
it is more likely for a 
research claim to be 
false than true …



Snapshots of the crisis: 
a rich ecosystem



Failed replications, fraudulent peer reviews, 
predatory publishers,  perverse metrics, 
misleading science advice, statistics on trial, 
post-truth, ... 

The crisis is methodological, epistemological, 
ethical and metaphysical 



February 4, 2017

January 19, 2017



Rather than isolated instances 
of corruptions now entire fields 
of research are found diseased

June 21, 2017

October 27, 2017



https://replicationindex.wordpress.com/2017/02/02/reconstruction-of-a-train-wreck-
how-priming-research-went-of-the-rails/comment-page-1/

“[…]questions have been raised about the 
robustness of priming results … your field is now 
the poster child for doubts about the integrity of 
psychological research…”



April 20, 2017



Richard Van Noorden, 2017, Brazilian citation scheme outed. Thomson Reuters suspends 
journals from its rankings for ‘citation stacking’. Nature, 27 August 2013

Use and 
abuse of 
metrics: from 
self-citation 
to citation 
cartels to 
citation 
stacking





Power asymmetries in the framing of 
issues: those who have the deepest 
pockets marshal the best evidence; 
Instrumental use of quantification to 
obfuscate; (Saltelli and Giampietro, 2017)

Evidence based medicine hijacked to serve 
corporate agendas. “Under market 
pressure, clinical medicine has been 
transformed to finance-based medicine” 
(Ioannidis, 2016)



See also https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/apr/07/the-sugar-conspiracy-
robert-lustig-john-yudkin, and the story of US President Dwight Eisenhower heart 
attack,…

September 12, 2016



“our findings suggest the industry sponsored 
a research program in the 1960s and 1970s 

that successfully cast doubt about the hazards 
of sucrose while promoting fat as the dietary 

culprit in CHD [coronary hearth disease]” 

http://archinte.jamanetwork.com/
article.aspx?articleid=2548255



April 5, 2017



“Industry money was used to covertly 
influence journalists with the message 
that exercise is a bigger problem than 
sugar consumption in the obesity 
epidemic, documents obtained under 
freedom of information laws show. 



Old and new heroes, while history 
repeats itself (Love canal, Flint…)

Lois Gibbs
http://www.andreasaltelli.eu/file/repository/LOVE_CANAL.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flint_water_crisis; http://flintwaterstudy.org/; 
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/21/magazine/flints-water-crisis-and-
the-troublemaker-scientist.html 

Marc Edwards



John and 
Laura 
Arnold 

Ben Goldacre, 
alltrials.net

Brian Nosek, the 
Reproducibility 

Project. 

John Ioannidis, Meta-
research innovation 
centre at Stanford  

Gary Taubes, The 
case against sugar 

https://www.wired.com/2017/01/john-arnold-waging-war-on-bad-science/

Fixing science? 



Yoshiki Sasai

http://www.nature.com/news/stem-cell-pioneer-blamed-
media-bashing-in-suicide-note-1.15715

Different cultures, different reactions



Science’s establishment 
choses denial



2015                                            2016



Adopted February 2017 at    
symposium AAAS after 5 y 
gestation. 

Hundreds of experts 
involved:

-No crisis 
-No effect of crisis on 

evidence based policy



Beyond denial, diversion & displacement: a science 
war against trump, against post truth, 



... marches for science and persistent 
scientism.  



Scholars who 
saw it coming 
…
and how they 
were vindicated 



In 1963 Derek J. de Solla 
Price prophesized that 
Science would reach 
saturation (and in the 
worst case senility) 
under its own weight, 
victim of its own success 
and exponential growth 
(pp 1-32). 

Derek J. de 
Solla Price

de Solla Price, D.J., 1963, Little science big science, Columbia University 
Press.



http://blogs.nature.com/news/2014/05/global-scientific-output-doubles-
every-nine-years.html

∼1.5 million 
articles a year 
(2009) over 

∼30,000 journals

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229062236_Article_50_million_An_
estimate_of_the_number_of_scholarly_articles_in_existence

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229062236_Article_50_million_An_estimate_of_the_number_of_scholarly_articles_in_existence


p.22: […] The problem of quality control in 
science is thus at the centre of the social 
problems of the industrialized science of the 
present period.”

Jerome R. 
Ravetz 

Ravetz, J., 1971, Scientific Knowledge 
and its Social Problems, Oxford 
University Press. 



“If [science] fails to resolve this problem […] 
then the immediate consequences for morale 
and recruitment will be serious; and those for 
the survival of science itself, grave” 

Jerome R. 
Ravetz 

Ravetz, J., 1971, Scientific Knowledge 
and its Social Problems, Oxford 
University Press. 



Mirowski, P. 2011. Science-Mart: 
Privatizing American Science, 

Harvard University Press.

Philip Mirowski

… neoliberal ideologies decreasing state funding 
of science, which becomes privatized … 
knowledge as a monetized commodity replaces 
knowledge as public good ... collapse of quality 



p. 179. For it is possible for a field to be diseased […] 
reforming a diseased field is a task of great delicacy […] 
not even an apparatus of institutional structures, can do 
anything to maintain or restore the health of a field in the 
absence of an essential ethical element operating through 
the interpersonal channel of communication.

Jerome R. 
Ravetz 

Ravetz, J., 1971, Scientific Knowledge 
and its Social Problems, Oxford 
University Press. 





Smaldino PE, McElreath R., 2016 The natural selection of bad science. R. Soc. open sci. 3: 
160384. http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsos.160384 



Smaldino PE, McElreath R., 2016 The natural selection of bad science. R. Soc. open sci. 3: 
160384. http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsos.160384 



Funtowicz, S. O. and Ravetz, J. 
R., 1990. 

Uncertainty and quality in 
science for policy, Dordrecht: 

Kluwer.

Funtowicz and 
Ravetz  poor 

quality in 
science for 

policy  post 
normal science 



Statistics 
under trial  



+twenty ‘dissenting’commentaries

Wasserstein, R.L. and Lazar, N.A., 2016. ‘The ASA's statement on p-values: context, process, and 
purpose’, The American Statistician, DOI:10.1080/00031305.2016.1154108.

See also Christie Aschwanden at http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/not-even-scientists-can-easily-
explain-p-values/









What to do? 
(with Silvio 
Funtowicz)



Martin Luther

Johann Tetzel

Science exhibits 
pathologies / 
corruptions comparable 
to the traffic in 
indulgencies which  
enraged Luther ~1517



Johannes 
Gutenberg 

The combination of corruption, indignation 
and a revolutionary technology made the 
Reformation possible; is the same possible 
for science? 

The internet the new 
press?



Seek inspiration in the radical 1970s-era movements that 
sought to change the world by changing first science itself

Fight asymmetries; offer expertise to the weaker 
stakeholders; help those to shape the questions asked of 
science

Fight methodological corruption, e.g. deconstructing 
shoddy quantifications   

Recast our public conversation about science

About the British Society for Social Responsibility in Science and Science for the People: 
https://gizmodo.com/how-radical-70s-scientists-tried-to-change-the-world-1681987399



Reading





See a review by 
Deepanwita Dasgupta 
(2017) in International 

Studies in the Philosophy 
of Science, 31:1, 108-110. 



END

Twitter:

@andreasaltelli



“odds of reporting a positive 
result ~5 times higher among 
papers in the disciplines of 
Psychology and Psychiatry 
and Economics and Business 
than Space Science”

April 7, 2010


